
WELCOME to the inaugural issue of the Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas Newsletter.

This newsletter will be sent to all registered participants on a quarterly basis. This is your

place to get detailed updates on the progress we are making, to share stories from the field, to

relive fond memories and get ideas for next year. For obvious reasons we would like to send

this newsletter to you electronically; however, if you have limited internet access or would

like a printed copy please contact the atlas office (see contact information on back page).

NEWSLETTER

Volume 1, Issue 1 – Fall 2010

Highlights From Our First Atlas Season

Black-headed Grosbeak near 

Melita by Christian Artuso

What a way to start our first year of atlassing! Ken De Smet found Manitoba’s first recorded nest of

Black-headed Grosbeak along the Souris River near Melita! Gloria and Wayne Tingey found a male

Lazuli Bunting on their property near Lyleton and also saw a female bunting

in the area. This male has been singing on territory all summer long.

Here is a summary of the many first season. Highlights:

From the west:

· First confirmed breeding of 

Black-headed Grosbeak in MB

· Lazuli Bunting on territory

· Western Tanagers breeding

in Region 8 (The Pas area)

· A Dickcissel on territory in SW

· >100 locations for Sprague’s Pipit

north of the Trans Canada Highway

From the south central and southeast:

· Southernmost recorded breeding of Bonaparte’s 

Gull in the province

· New locations for Eurasian Collared-Doves

· Easterly records for Grasshopper Sparrow

· Several breeding records for Pine Warbler

From the Interlake:

· Northern Parula and Pine 

Warbler in central Interlake 

· Northern records of parkland 

species such as American 

Woodcock, Gray Catbird and 

Eastern Bluebird

From the north:

· Southernmost recorded breeding of Tundra 

Swan in the province

· Southerly records of Bohemian Waxwing, 

White-crowned Sparrow and Common Redpoll 

· Northerly records of American White Pelican, 

Hairy Woodpecker, Least Flycatcher, Red-eyed 

Vireo, Black-capped Chickadee, Red-winged 

Blackbird & Common Grackle



As fall 2010 approaches and we look back on our first year of data

collection, some readers may not realize just how much preparation has

gone into launching this project over the last two years more. For some,

a Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas has been a dream that is decades in the

making; however, it wasn’t until fall 2008, after discussions between

Bird Studies Canada, Environment Canada and Nature Manitoba, that

this notion began to gather some serious steam. In early 2009, we

began to build using seed money from the Manitoba Sustainable

Developments Innovations Fund and then Environment Canada. In

due course, we forged a critically important working partnership

between non-government organizations and federal and provincial

governments. Four NGOs: Bird Studies Canada, Nature Manitoba,

The Manitoba Museum and The Nature Conservancy of Canada

combined their expertise and passion with the vision and strong support

of two levels of government: Environment Canada and Manitoba

Conservation.

As various committees formed (see www.birdatlas.mb.ca for details),

we secured grants from the Winnipeg Foundation, the Manitoba

Community Services Council and the Baillie Fund, and many others

lent a hand. Then, after many strategy meetings and presentation

polishing, came that call from Manitoba Hydro and a new partner

joined us at the table. Meanwhile, behind the scenes, both in Manitoba

and Port Rowan, Ontario, we were hard at work designing the sampling

framework, holding meetings and teleconferences, preparing annotated

regional lists, “safe-date matrices” and guides for atlassers. Everything

came together just in time for our first season, including habitat maps

for all 6996 atlas squares and the exceptional database capacity of the

website. We even found time to find some early owl nests and hold an

extremely successful launch at FortWhyte Alive, as well as regional

workshops and other events and media communications.

A Note on Data Entry

The sooner you submit your 

data, the better we can prepare 

reports and species maps that 

will be viewable on the web 

site. If you are likely to have 

difficulty in entering data 

promptly, please contact the 

Atlas office. You can enter 

your data directly via the 

Atlas website (go to “Data 

and Maps” then “Online Data 

Entry”). A demonstration of 

how to do this is at:  

manitobabirdatlas.blogspot.

com. You can also mail us 

your complete paper forms 

and we will scan them in for 

you. Thank you!

Where It All Began…

Participants of the fall workshop at

Delta Field Station. From left to right:

Paul Goossen, Rudolf Koes, Denis

Lepage, Andrew Couturier, Nicole

Firlotte, Jon McCracken, Randy

Mooi, Christian Artuso, Ken De

Smet, Mark Ryckman, Ginger Arnold

and Peter Taylor. Photo by Heidi Den

Haan on 24th September 2009.

2010 ATLAS STATS   (as of August 15th 2010)

Registered Atlassers: 428 (our 2010 target was 150 – thank you for this phenomenal response!)

General Atlassing: 2720 hours in 934 squares 

Point Counts: 3191 point counts in 246 squares 

# Species: 267 =   197 confirmed, 53 probable, 17 possible (plus 4 observed only)

Photos of our launch at FortWhyte Alive by Youn-Young Park



In 2010, we were fortunate to be given much-needed in-kind

support from two northern lodges, who each housed two

volunteer atlassers for over a week and lent us boats and

equipment. We extend a huge thank you to Jerry Dunlop of

Dunlop’s Fly-in Lodge and to Lynn and Lee Nolden of

Canada's God’s Lake Lodge. We could not have flown to God’s

Lake without the generous support of Perimeter Aviation!

Rudolf Koes and Richard Staniforth produced many

Fly-in Atlassing

Lake Waskaiowaka from Dunlop’s Lodge

exciting records at Dunlop’s Lodge and Lisa and Todd Mahon of Environment Canada volunteered their

time for some intensive atlassing at God’s Lake. This is only the start of great things to come in the north,

so get in touch if you have suggestions or ideas! Below is an excerpt from Rudolf’s trip summary:

Rudolf Koes 

Six fishermen from U.S.A and two birders deplaned on the sandy landing strip at Dunlop’s Fly-In Fishing

Lodge in the early morning of 10 July. While the Americans were here for trophy-sized pike and walleye,

Richard and I would make the lodge on Waskaiowaka Lake, north of Split Lake, our home for the next week

in order to visit as many 10 x 10 km atlas squares as could possibly be reached by boat.

After having been welcomed by Jerry and Colette Dunlop and staff, we were treated to a fine breakfast and

shown our quarters. Then we did some birding on the grounds and along the airstrip, followed by a quick

course in how to operate the brand-new 16 ft aluminum boat. Off we were, down the Little Churchill River to

Hale Lake! Bald Eagles were everywhere, Common Loons called in various places, Winter Wrens sang from

deep spruce stands and Northern Waterthrushes bobbed along the river’s edge. From the second day on, our

typical routine would consist of having a quick breakfast at 5 a.m., departing by boat at 5:30 and atlassing

until late afternoon, followed by dinner at 6:30 and a data-entry session.

In mid July many species are feeding young and we recorded many adults carrying food. Richard was lucky

in getting a glimpse of a wolf and we encountered a mother moose with calf swimming across a lake, as well

as a curious otter. Richard also recorded some unexpected plant species. We were surprised to find some

species farther north than expected: American White Pelican, Hairy Woodpecker, Least Flycatcher, Red-

eyed Vireo, Black-capped Chickadee, Red-winged Blackbird and Common Grackle come to mind. At the

same time some typically “northern” species, such as Bohemian Waxwing, White-crowned Sparrow and

Common Redpoll were found. One day we spotted a distant pair of swans with two cygnets. After carefully

maneuvering the boat through a shallow rocky area, we managed to get close enough to identify the birds as

Tundra Swans, well south of the known breeding range. On other days we encountered flocks of post-

breeding White-winged Scoters or Common Loons. Memorable moments included having a Sanderling

repeatedly fly circles around our boat, seeing a Boreal Chickadee take a “bath” in the wet leaves of a

poplar, spotting a young Northern Shrike capture a large dragonfly and seeing another shrike pursue a

Lesser Yellowlegs or finding a one-legged Solitary Sandpiper. By the end of the week we had managed some

coverage in nine squares, finding about 70 species of birds.

Jerry Dunlop, with family and staff, ensured that we had everything we needed and also provided us with

superb meals, comfortable accommodations and a pleasant overall experience. We are very grateful for this

opportunity to gather data that would otherwise have been unattainable.



We were privileged to have two crews working for the atlas in western Manitoba through funding provided

by Environment Canada's Habitat Stewardship Program for Species At Risk and through the

Sustainable Forestry Initiative.

Field Crews At Large

Sprague’s Pipit presence (red circles) and 

absence after playback (black squares) in 

the study area.

Our proposal to The Habitat Stewardship Program was aligned

with the priority species and habitats of Environment Canada's

Prairie and Northern Region, and for this reason, we searched for

Sprague’s Pipit in mixed grass prairie and fescue prairie, using a 5-

minute passive atlas point count and then a 5-minute Sprague’s

Pipit playback where habitat permitted. When in parkland areas we

also used a similar protocol for Red-headed Woodpecker and

Golden-winged Warbler. So as not to duplicate effort, we stayed

mostly north of the Trans-Canada Highway and left the southwest

corner to Manitoba Conservation’s grassland bird surveys. Natalka

Melnycky and Marie Prill, both of Alberta and both with

experience in these habitat types, conducted these point counts

from June 3rd – July 12th. Our intern from the Successful Skills

Centre, Ricardo Ibarra, joined them until mid June.

Our work with the Sustainable Forestry Initiative was directed at

remote locations in the boreal forest, especially within the licence

area of LP Canada Ltd., the only SFI certified company in

Manitoba. We focused on squares with minimal road access.

Alexander Stone of Québec and Jon Willans of Ontario led this

effort, braving the boreal bugs and the soggy backroads.

Left to right: Alexander Stone, Jon Willans, Natalka 

Melnycky, Christian Artuso, Marie Prill & Ricardo Ibarra 

during training at Alonsa WMA.    Photo: Ryon Johnston

Atlas coordinator, Christian Artuso, trained both crews for two weeks in May in Riding Mountain National

Park and we are deeply indebted to Parks Canada for their assistance. With Christian jumping between

crews, we completed 2371 point counts and filled out 459 breeding evidence forms. We found 139

Sprague’s Pipits at over 100 locations, even as far north as

Asessippi Provincial Park on Lake of the Prairies, and

many other Species At Risk including 21 each of

Golden-winged Warbler and

Red-headed Woodpecker.

Among the many great birds, 

including rarities like Rock 

Wren, Prairie Falcon and a

Loggerhead Shrike just outside Riding Mountain, best of 

all was experiencing the great camaraderie and sharing a 

sense of dedication towards conservation and monitoring. 

Christian Artuso



From the Field

REGIONAL SUMMARY (as of August 15th 2010)

Region 1: 164 (of 258) squares have data entered – 192 species with breeding evidence (≥ possible)

Region 2: 77 (of 201) squares  – 153 species

Region 3: 94 (of 140) squares – 169 species

Region 4: 71 (of 151) squares – 178 species

Region 5: 59 (of 145) squares – 174 species

Region 6: 112 (of 280) squares – 189 species

Region 7: 201 (of 434) squares – 192 species

Region 8: 62 (of 302) squares   – 146 species

Region 9: 49 (of 380) squares   – 118 species

Region 10:  1 (of 881) squares – 1 species

Region 11: 35 (of 1176) squares  – 88 species

Region 12: 0 (of 960) squares  – 0 species

Region 13: 1 (of 775) squares  – 1 species

Region 14: 8 (of 882) squares  – 87 species

The message is clear, we need help in the north next year!

FAR-FETCHED VOLUNTEERS

Every province can use a little help from friends! We wanted to say a

special thank you to those atlassers who came from out-of-province

to help out in 2010: Karen Barry and Eric Demers of B.C, Lisa and

Todd Mahon of Alberta, Kathy Hedegard of Saskatchewan and

Jennifer Spallin of Ontario. Thank you all! We have also received

expressions of interest from south of the border and anticipate that in

2011, we will be able to spread the love even further. Oh, and in case

you are wondering, their reviews on the birding in Manitoba have

been stellar!

Jennifer Spallin of Ottawa, who spent a

week atlassing in western Manitoba,

takes the plunge to record some marsh

birds. Photo: Christian Artuso

DAVE’S SUCCESS

David Raitt’s atlassing highlight was confirming breeding of Western Tanager. He is the first person to do 

so in Manitoba. He writes: Though I never found a nest or young, the birds were in the same spots for 

several weeks, and behaving in a way that makes me certain that they nested (based on information in 

Birds of North America Online). On one visit I saw the male and female carrying food. They moved 

around the area together and separately for a while. After close to 10 minutes with something that 

appeared like a caterpillar in his mouth, the male finally ate. Around that time, the female went out of 

sight, and returned without food in her mouth (presumably having fed the young). She caught more food 

within a couple of minutes of her return. Congratulations Dave, awesome find!

Virginia Rail chick        

by Stuart Oikawa

Western Tanager   

(male)  by David Raitt
Lazuli Bunting (male)

by Christian Artuso



The Atlas Steering Committee wishes

to say a huge thank you to all our

volunteers for their hard work and

dedication. We also owe a tremendous

debt of gratitude to our regional

coordinators. They have donated

copious amounts of their valuable time

to ensure good coverage of their

regions. THANK YOU ALL!

From the Field

James L. Baillie Memorial Fund

Volunteers who atlas in remote areas,

who atlas by boat, or who travel more

than 300km from their home to atlas,

can apply to the Atlas Office for

reimbursement of up to $500 for

expenses occurred while atlassing in

2010. This is thanks to the James L.

Baillie Memorial Fund. The

application form is available on the

Atlas website or by contacting the

Atlas Office. If you feel you do not

qualify for this fund but have incurred

significant expenses, please contact us.

Participants of the Atlas workshop hosted by The

Nature Conservancy of Canada on June 12th at their

beautiful Elk Glen property. Photo: Cathy Shaluk.

PETE’S PICKS

Peter Taylor has some nominations for the Atlas Oscars 2010.

We hope you enjoy his picks as much as he did!

Best Distraction Performance:

Runners-up: The Greater Yellowlegs that perched on a black

spruce along Highway 60 and created such a ruckus that I could

hardly hear any birds, and the Marbled Godwit near Lac du

Bonnet that flew towards me in such a determined fashion that I

thought it would run me through with its rapier bill.

And the winner is: The Blue-winged Teal that emerged from a

cattail bed with her flotilla of 8 or 9 recently hatched ducklings,

then flapped over and splashed back and forth directly in front

of me until I crept away in embarrassment.

Most Obliging Confirmation of Breeding:

Runners-up: The Le Conte's Sparrow that popped up on a

bush near Seven Sisters with a beakful of food, allowing me to

leapfrog to "Confirmed" with a species I can hardly hear any

more, and the Northern Shoveler that flushed off a roadside

nest within 5 meters of where I'd parked the van.

And the winner is: The Black-backed Woodpeckers that

decided to nest one meter up in a jack pine

just off a gravel road, facing the

road and highlighting the nest

with some extra bark-chipping.

And just to help me pinpoint

the location, the young were

chirping in the cavity.

Best Musical Score:

Runners-up: White-throated Sparrows leading the dawn

chorus at 5 a.m. almost anywhere in the boreal forest, and

Hermit Thrushes in abundance in selectively logged forest

near Grahamdale.

And the winner is: the evening chorus of Swainson’s Thrushes

in spruce forest east of Gypsumville (there's something special

about thrushes at dusk, when few other birds are singing).

An illuminating 

Barn Swallow nest.     

Photo: Peter Taylor



This is the place to share your atlassing stories and,

maybe, inspire a few people. Here is what some of

our dedicated volunteers got up to this summer!

Your Stories

THE LITTLEST ATLASSERS 

By Carrie Braden

A highlight for me was being able to go out point

counting with my daughters, Mackenzie (2) and

Rylee (3 1/2 months). We’d go out after the oldest

woke up and load up with snacks and DVDs. The

littlest one would usually sleep and the older would

watch her cartoons while I counted. While

travelling, my two year old would point out the

turkeys, geese and cows. We were able to do 51

point counts in 4 squares. These counts are nice

because there is no pressure to get them all done so

if one of the kids started fussing we could stop

where we were and start again another day. I'm so

lucky to have such good kids.

QUACKERY ON POINT

By Liis Veelma

Mid June, and the weather forecast for once is semi

decent -- hot, muggy and buggy maybe, but not too

windy, and definitely no rain promised for next

morning. A good time to try a few point counts.

Arriving at pc 4, UTM 14 662421 5444710, I

make note to self: next time get up three hours

before the crack of dawn. But the birds are singing

and flitting, and there's still time to get in a

few point counts before the chorus turns off.

Now ears perked, spectacles clean, timer set, GO!

Hey, this is going well: slap down the numbers,

rotate in place, scan the skies. WEME,

RWBL, SAVS, YWAR, COYE, REVI -- traffic not

too heavy -- WAVI, CCSP, EAPH, SOSP -- drat the

BRCO -- BRBL lots, COGR 3 -- distant SACR

bugling agitatedly. Full circle again, and scan the

hayfield. Weird! A female Mallard, invisible but

quacking in the grass, but maybe there's a hidden

puddle there. SEWR now 2, rotate -- another

quacker, double weird! Rotate -- EAKI pair, AMRO

again -- what gives! There cannot be another MALL

on the other side of the road -- BRTH, HOWR

again. Rotate again -- absolutely no MALL visible in

the middle of PR201!

Time to stop and think and slap the forehead, but not

for mosquitoes this time. My newest toy, the iPod

touch, quacks again. I forgot that I thought

it amusing to set quacking as the signal that five

minutes is up. So I sigh, scrap that point

count, salvage the new species for casual

obs, change the sound to something completely

unnatural and drive to PC 8.

Hide kids,   

it’s Liis!

Photo: Ruth Hiebert

But mom, are you sure  

I’m ready for off-road 

point counts?



Your Stories cont… 

LEARNING VOCALISATIONS

By Joanne Smith

A lot of my surveying has been done from a kayak,

close to the shore, where I can see shorebirds,

waterfowl and many songbirds. Those tricky little

warblers just won't stay still long enough for me to

get a good look while bouncing around on waves so

I have taken up the task of trying to figure out birds

by their different sounds. I have learned so much in

these last few months and am looking forward to the

next four years.

I had been canoeing with family on a Saturday

evening at the Mantago Lake. There were quite a

few people camping at the lake, and it was rather

noisy. I decided to go back to the lake Monday

morning, by myself, with the kayak. There were

only a few campers remaining. I loaded my binos,

bird book, camera and water (oh yes, and toilet

paper!) into the kayak, and away I went. I wasn't

very far off shore when I heard a "meow". I knew

this bird... a catbird. But this thing kept "meowing"

constantly. I thought it sounded too constant to be a

catbird and that maybe some campers had left their

cat behind. Not sure what I was going to do with

cats in a kayak (I am allergic to cats), I ventured to

shore to the rescue. Well, as you all probably have

guessed, it was not an abandoned litter of kittens...it

was a catbird. It made me realize that no matter

how much I know about birds, or will learn in the

future, there will always be more to learn. And each

bird is unique in it's own vocalizations.

ANNIVERSARY ATLASSING

By Marc Jackson and Valerie Norquay

We spent our 10th wedding anniversary atlassing our

square amongst the stinging nettle, poison ivy and

mosquitoes. We were both happy as larks, would

have been even happier if we had seen some larks. I

guess that's why we got married in the first place!

Patsy Duncan listening to dawn chorus on Saddle Lake. 

Photo: Jim Duncan

CANOE ATLASSING 

By Jim Duncan

From 9 to 12 July 2010 Patsy Duncan and I canoe-

camped an 83 km, 6 portage, 7 lake loop in the

remote backcountry of Manitoba's Whiteshell

Provincial Park. We were pleasantly surprised by

the diversity and abundance of singing birds and

evidence of breeding encountered.”

Birds detected included Winter Wrens heard

singing from mixed coniferous forests hundreds of

meters away - their calls travelled far across early

morning smooth lake water, a family group of

recently fledged American Crows noisily being fed

near their lake-side cliff nest site, and the discovery

of an eastern phoebe nest brimming with young.

Finding the Eastern Phoebe nest stands out as a

special moment for us. Increasingly strong winds

brought our morning canoe travelling to an abrupt

stop. We were pinned down on a rock peninsula

from 11:30 am to 9:30 pm until the winds died

down and we pushed off to cross a wide bay on

Echo Lake. We needed to make up some distance

and paddled until midnight, stopped by the sounds

of a waterfall at the end of the lake. We eventually

located a portage path by flashlight and at the

other end of the portage we discovered a run-down

park shelter where we slept until dawn. We woke

the next morning to the scolding call of an Eastern

Phoebe, and quickly found the cause of its distress

- a nest full of young under the eaves of the shelter!



Photo Crop

Top to bottom:   Marbled Godwit by Ed Bouvier, Le Conte’s Sparrow singing by Jennifer Spallin, Sandhill Crane 

distraction display by Bob Shettler, Killdeer distraction display by Anna Mlodzinski, Chestnut-sided Warbler nest by 

David Raitt and Swamp Sparrow nest by Ricardo Ibarra (see  www.birdatlas.mb.ca  for details).

FAQ:  Why doesn’t my name appear beside my 

records on data summaries?

This is one many people have asked us. Go into your 

profile (login, then under “Review Your Profile” select 

the “Your Profile” box. The scroll down to “Should your 

name appear on the data summary page when your 

records are displayed:” and select yes.

We would like to share a few photos taken by

atlassers while in the field this summer. We

plan to make this a regular feature, so send us

your best images of birds… and people!



Top to bottom:  Warbling Vireo feeding nestlings by Stuart Oikawa, American Coot feeding downy young by Ruth 

Hiebert, Bonaparte’s Gull fledgling by Joel Kayer, Least Flycatcher feeding young by Jake Hiebert, Ruffed Grouse 

chicks by Garry Budyk and Rose-breasted Grosbeak feeding young by Linda Boys. (see also: www.birdatlas.mb.ca).

CONTACT INFORMATION

Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),   Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator)

The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas

24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3

Tel:       204-945-6816  or 945-7758  Toll-free:  1-800-214-6497 Fax: 204-945-3077

Email:  cartuso@birdscanada.org   or  mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org


